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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm is presented which performs the triangular decomposition of the 
inverse of a given matrix. The method is applicable to any matrix ail contiguous 
principal submatrices of which are nonsingular. The algorithm is particularly efficient 
when the matrix has certain partial symmetries exhibited by the Toeplitz structure. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
Classical algorithms for solving general linear systems of order N, such as 
Gaussian elimination for instance, require a total number of multiplications 
proportional to N3. Toeplitz systems, which occur in several areas of applied 
mathematics, and especially in the linear prediction of stationary time series 
(see [4] and the references therein), can however be solved with only S(N2) 
multiplications; this low complexity is achieved by the Trench algorithm 
[6,8,11], for example. The purpose of this paper is to describe a new method 
for solving a system of linear equations, by obtaining the triangular decom- 
position of the inverse of the system matrix. The method consists in recur- 
sively solving subsystems based on contiguous principal submatrices. In the 
particular case of Toeplitz matrices,’ our algorithm reduces to the well-known 
Levinson recurrence relations (see [4], e.g.). The computational cost is 0(N3) 
for general matrices and reduces to O(N2) for Toeplitz matrices. In fact, it 
turns out that the algorithm presented here is especially well adapted to 
matrices exhibiting a “nearly Toeplitz structure” (in a sense quite different 
from [5]), but it also has interesting properties in the general situation. In 
particular, the algorithm takes advantage of the possible sparsity of the given 
matrix. 
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Section 2 contains a description of the algorithm for general matrices. It 
is shown how the solution of a linear system of order p + 1 can be obtained 
by combining the solutions of two subsystems of order p. Repeated applica- 
tion of this principle allows one to determine the triangular decomposition of 
the inverse matrix. A numerical example is provided as an illustration. The 
efficiency of the method is studied in Sec. 3. A close relationship is 
established between the redundancies of the algorithm and specific symme- 
tries of the matrix. This allows one to obtain estimates for the computational 
cost of the algorithm when operating on certain families of matrices char- 
acterized by their symmetries. The results are applied to some matrices 
occurring in the design of two-dimensional digital filters. 
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM 
2.1. One step of the algorithm 
Let l7 = [ ci,i : 0 < i, j < p] be a square complex matrix of order p + 1. A 
submatrix of l? is said to be contiguous if it is based on a set of consecutive 
rows and columns. Throughout the paper all contiguous principal sub- 
matrices of I are assumed to be nonsingular. Let u, and uk denote the 
following unit vectors of k components: u, = (1, 0, . . . , 0)’ and u, = 
(0, * * * 9 0,l)r. Define the ( p + 1)-vectors a and b by the linear systems 
In other words, a and b are the first and last column, respectively, of the 
inverse matrix r - ‘. 
Next, let us consider both contiguous principal submatrices of order p of 
I, namely I0 the submatrix obtained by deleting the last row and column, 
and I’ the submatrix obtained by deleting the first row and column. We 
then define the p-vectors a0 and b’, as in (l), by 
lT”ao = up, I“b’= up. (2) 
As explained below, a and b can be determined at very low computational 
cost from a0 and b’. Let t= (c~,~, . . . , cpSp_ r) be the bottom row of P with the 
last element deleted, and n = (co, i, . . . , co+) the top row of I’ with the first 
element deleted. Then (2) yields 
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with x=&z0 and y = qb’. Using the obvious identity 
Cl-XY)[ up+l> f-$+1 I=[: ;I[ ‘, ;“I? 
together with (1) and (3), we obtain 
(l-Xd[a>b] =[ $ ;,I[ 1, ly]. 
It is easily seen from (5) that 1- xy does not vanish, because the submatrix 
(I’“)’ is nonsingular. The relation (5), together with x = (a0 and y = qb’, yields 
the first step of the recursive algorithm by which the first and last column of 
the inverses of contiguous principal submatrices of increasing order are 
computed. 
2.2. Triangular &composition 
Let us now indicate how an upper-lower triangular factorization of I- ’ 
can be obtained from the method described above. For i = 0, 1, . . . ,p, let Ii 
denote the top principal submatrix of 1 of order p + 1 - i, and let bj be the 
last column of l?:l (i.e., the vector b relative to Ii). Construct the upper-tri- 
angular matrix U=[&&i,..., PO] where pi stands for the vector bl 
followed by i zeros. By definition, the product L = I’U is lower-triangular 
and has unit diagonal. 
If l? is Hermitian, then L = I?-‘(diag U), where the tilde stands for the 
conjugate transpose, and the tria_ngular decomposition of I-’ is then directly 
obtained as I- ’ = U(diagU)-‘U. In the non-Hermitian case, the algorithm 
must be repeated for j?, leading to the construction of the corresponding 
upper-triangular matrix U’. Combining F U’ = L’ and TU=L yields the 
triangular decomposition of I- ’ in terms of U and U’ as 
I-’ = U(diag U)-' fi’. (6) 
It is interesting to point out that the algorithm produces the triangular 
decomposition of the inverses of all contiguous principal submatrices of I. 
2.3. The complete algorithm and an example 
According to the results of Sets. 2.1 and 2.2, the upper and lower 
triangular factors of I-’ are obtained through the following steps. 
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Step 1: Invert the diagonal elements of I. 
Step k (k=2, . . . , p + 1): Let A denote a contiguous principal submatrix of 
order k of p. Compute the vectors a and b relative to A, using in the formula 
(5) the vectors a0 and b’ associated with A0 and A’ which were obtained at 
step k - 1. Do the same for all contiguous principal submatrices of order k. 
Step p + 2: From the results obtained in the preceding steps, collect the 
vectors bi associated with the top submatrices Ii of p and construct the 
upper-triangular matrix U. 
In the case of a non-Hermitian matrix I, repeat steps 2 to p + 2 with l? 
instead of I and construct similarly the upper-triangular matrix U’. The 
triangular decomposition of I’-l is then given by (6). 
Let us treat in detail the following example: 
step 1. 
A = PI, A = [31, A=[-31, 
a=b=l 9 
step 2. 
A=[ _; ;j, 
r= I -2 3 1 -4 2 30 -3 3 21 -5 3 41
A = [41, 
u=b=& u=b-;, u=b=’ 
4’ 
[u,bl=[; -; j, ,dl=[ -; --;I, 
A=[ -1 :], 
5=2, ?j=l, 
.a= -5, I,‘&, 
[u,b]= -i t . [ 1 5 14 
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step 3. 
*=[ -3 _; _j¶ 
5=[3 -41, 71=[2 11, -51. 
dL[;\, b’=[ _;I, 
L 1 
dJ=[ -;I. b.=[ ;I. 
1 ii -1 g 38 s -g, s 3 571 [a,bl= 
step 4. 
Z=[l 0 21, 
3 
s 
(p= 3 I 1 ii' -1 8 
1 -2. - _s 2.3 23 
[a,b]= I $ g . -4 3 23 48 
q=[2 1 31, 
-5 
23 
b’= 5, I 1 3 s 
step 5. 
U= 
I 
23 
?ii 61 
25 
[a,bl= 
Gi -I 
17 -_ 
61 
21 23 - --
122 iii 
1 _A- 4 122 si 1 
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Going through the same steps for F yields 
The desired triangular decomposition of I-’ is now determined via (6). 
2.4. Rem&s 
If r is a Hermitian Toeplitz matrix, then it appears that the elements of b 
and b’ are just the conjugates of those of a and u” in reversed order, i.e., 
b=J p + lii and b’ = $2, where Jr, is the exchange matrix of order p, havi_ng 
ones along the secondary diagonal and zeros elsewhere. Moreover, 77 =S], 
and hence y = X. Let E,, denote the ( p + 1) X p top extraction matrix, contain- 
ing ones on the main diagonal and zeros elsewhere (thus Ep consists of the 
identity matrix of order p with a zero row at the bottom). With this notation 
Eq. (5) reduces in this case to 
This is precisely the recurrence formula used in the Levinson-Trench algo- 
rithm [4,6-8,111 for the inversion of Hermitian Toeplitz matrices; it can also 
be viewed as the recurrence relation for the Szegii orthogonal polynomials. 
(However, the algorithm presented here leads to the triangular decomposi- 
tion of I+‘, and thus it does not reduce to the Levinson-Trench algorithm.) 
A similar observation could be made about non-Hermitian Toeplitz matrices, 
but we shall not go into further details. 
Let us now make an elementary remark from the point of view of 
numerical analysis. The vectors a and b are computed with good accuracy by 
means of (5), provided l- xy is not too small. In the important particular 
case where r is positive definite, it turns out that l- xy is bounded as 
follows: 
k-l(r) G i-xy<k(r), (8) 
with k(I) the spectral condition number, i.e, the ratio of the largest eigen- 
value to the smallest eigenvalue of I. Thus our algorithm appears to be 
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numerically sound for positive definite matrices with a good spectral condi- 
tioning. In order to prove (8) it is sufficient to use the formula 
(9) 
which readily follows from (I), (Z), and (5); then the derivation of (8) from (9) 
is straightforward. This comment remains valid in the most general situation 
of a nonsingular matrix P, provided the algorithm is applied to PI; instead of 
P, thus leading to the factorization f(I’Pj-’ of r-‘. 
Finally, without going into details, let us mention the fact that the 
algorithm can be extended to block matrices. The analog of (5) turns out to 
be 
[ I=[ A,B 
A0 0 
I[ 
(I- YX)_l - Y(Z- XY)_’ 
! 
(10) 
0 B' -X(Z-YX)_' (I-XY)_' ' 
where the definitions of the matrices A, B, X, Y, etc. are formally the same 
as those of a, b, x, y, etc. When P is a block Toeplitz matrix, (10) reduces to 
the recurrence relation upon which the multivariate Levinson algorithm is 
based [4,9, lo]. 
3. COMPUTATIONAL COST 
It turns out that all vectors a and b computed by the procedure of Sec. 
2.3 are not really needed to determine the triangular factor U of P-l. In the 
present section, eliminating the superfluous computations, we shall derive a 
slightly refined version of the algorithm and investigate its computational 
cost. As is to be expected, this cost becomes relatively low for matrices l? 
having a small number of distinct contiguous submatrices and thus exhibiting 
some type of symmetry. We shall characterize the classes of matrices having 
such favourable symmetries and evaluate the corresponding computational 
cost. 
3.1. The refined algorithm 
Let us first define contiguous principal submatrices P” of P, in direct or 
reverse form, in the following inductive manner. Let s = slsz. * * s~_~ be any 
sequence, of length Z(s) = p - k, composed of elements sj = 0 or 1. From the 
(k + 1) X (k + 1) matrix r” we construct both k x k matrices 
rso = E Tr”E P = E TJryE, (11) 
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r= 
i I wbl 
______ .____-__-___ 
rs 111 1 P*l r(s) __-__- ______---_ 
i I I Ibl- 
I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
0 
-l(s) 
.w(sl 
FIG. 1. Identifying code of submatrices. 
where E denotes the (k + 1) X k top extraction matrix and J the exchange 
matrix of order k+ 1 (see Sec. 2.4). Thus, in the notation of Sec. 2.1, the 
matrix r”’ is the reversed version of (I”)‘. With the initialization l? = F for 
the empty sequence A, Eq. (11) yields l? for all binary sequences s of length 
not exceeding p. I-et us now explain how p” can be directly identified from 
s. The reference w(s) is defined as the Hamming weight of the sequence s 
after “integration,” i.e., 
W(s)=S1+(S16h2)+(@S2a3Sg)+- +(s,@s,@-* @S+). (12) 
where Cl9 stands for the modulo-two sum, and the reuersal index r(s) is the 
parity of s, i.e., 
r(s) =s,@s,cl3 * . . es+. (13) 
Then it turns out that p” is uniquely determined from the three parameters 
Z(s), w(s), r(s) to be the contiguous principal submatrix of p, of order 
p + 1- Z(s), obtained by deleting the first w(s) and last Z(s) - w(s) rows and 
columns, in direct or reverse order according as r(s) = 0 or r(s) = 1 (see Fig. 
1). For example, let p =9 and s =OllOOlO, hence l(s) = 7, w(s) =3, r(s) = 1, 
so that l? is the reversed principal submatrix composed of the rows and 
columns of l? with indices 3 to 5, i.e., 
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By assumption, each r” is nonsingular. Let as be the first column of the 
inverse of I”, i.e., the solution of l?u” = u,, r with k = p - Z(s). Writing down 
the first column of (5) for the matrix I”, one obtains 
(l--xSyS)a”=Ea”O-x”JEa”‘, (15) 
where the parameters xS and y ’ are computed as follows from I”, uso, and 
Sl a : 
x”=~“u”O, with 5” = ukT+ lJTsE, 
(16) 
y"=Pu"o, with 0” = u:+ ,I”JE. 
The relations (15) and (16) allow one to determine all vectors us of increasing 
dimension, in an inductive manner. (The initialization simply consists in 
inverting the diagonal elements of I.) It is easily verified that the last column 
b” of (I”)-‘, i.e., the solution of r”b” = u,, 1, is given by 
b”=JEu”‘-y’a”. (17) 
Hence the upper-triangular matrix U appearing in the factorization (6) is 
directly computable, via (17), from the vectors us. Indeed, the column pi of 
U consists of the vector b”, with s = 00 * * * 0 and Z(s) = i, followed by i zeros. 
The same algorithm applied to ? yields the upper-triangular factor U’ 
occurring in (6). It is interesting to observe that the algorithms for r and F 
may have certain parts in common, which yields a certain reduction of the 
total computational cost. An extreme situation from this point of view is the 
case of Toeplitz matrices, where the algorithm applied to I’ provides both U 
and U’. 
3.2. Enumerator polynomial 
In the sequel we shall examine the computational cost of the algorithm 
based on (15) and (16) for a given family 9 of matrices I. (Thus we shall 
neglect the final computation, via (17), of the columns of U, which has low 
complexity. In addition, we shall not take into account the “dual” part of the 
algorithm, yielding the matrix U’ from F.) Certain symmetry properties of ‘% 
appear to play a major role in our analysis. Two binary sequences s and t are 
called equivdent (SW t) if either I”= r’ or I” =r’ holds for all I in 5. This 
equivalence relation obviously is hereditary in the sense that s-t implies 
se- te for e = 0,l. (It should be noted that the determination of the equiva- 
lence classes requires no algebraic computation, but follows directly from 
inspection of typical symmetries of the matrices in 9.) In view of (15) and 
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(16) it is clear that the iterative computation of all vectors as reduces to that 
of a single representative for each equivalence class, since s--t implies 
P=x*, yS=yt, and as=at, or xS=Xt, yS=yt, and a”=ii’. 
For k=p - Z(s) let C, denote the computational cost (defined as the 
number of multiplications and divisions) required to obtain as from a* and 
a “. Counting 2k operations for ~“=.$“a~, ys = Pa”‘, three operations for 
~~=(l-x~y~)-~, wS=xSzS, and 2k operations for aS=zSEa”O-wsJEasl, one 
deduces the upper bound 
C, <4k+3 for k=12 , ,*a*, p. (18) 
Note that (18) can be improved in the case of sparse matrices. In fact, 
denoting by g the maximum number of nonzero elements in the portion of 
the rows of I on the left or on the right of the diagonal, one has C, < 2k + 2q 
+3. 
On the other hand, define n, to be the number of distinct equivalence 
classes s of length Z(s) = p - k. I n view of (18), the oweraZZ cost C for 
computing the set of us is bounded from above as follows: 
C<n,+ 5 n,Ck<n,+ 5 n,(4k+3). 
k=l k=l 
(19) 
Thus a good estimation of C directly follows from the enumerator polyrwmiul 
n(z) = xf_&,k. Note that (19) can be rewritten as C < 4n’(l) +3n(l) - 
2n(O). Moreover, taking into account the possible sparsity, one has C < 2n’(l) 
+ (2q + 3)n(l) - (29 + 2)n(O). 
Let us now proceed with the determination of the enumerator poly- 
nomial for some classical families ‘5 and thus obtain, via (19), an estimate of 
TABLE 1 
Matrix Enumerator polynomial 
n(z) 
Computational cost 
c 
Arbitrary 
p-1 
(p+l)+zP+2 z (p-k)zk 
k-l 
c< +p3+o(pZ) 
Centrosym- 
metric 
Toeplitz 
p-1 
1+zp+2 2 Zk 
k-l 
Hermitian 
Toeplitz 
5 Zk 
k=O 
C<2p2+O(p) 
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the corresponding computational cost (see Table 1). For arbitrary matrices it 
isobviousthatn,=p+1andnk=2(p-k)for1<k<p-1.Forthefamilyof 
centrosymmetic matrices, characterized by Jr.T= r, it is easily seen that two 
sequences s and t of same length p - k are equivalent provided either 
~(~)=~(t)andr(s)=r(t)orw(s)=p-k-w(t)andr(s)=l-r(t); this yields 
n,=[(p+2)/2] and n,=p-k for l<k<p-1. For the family of Toeplitz 
matrices (for which ci,i depends only on i-j). it turns out that r” is 
independent of w(s), so that s--t means Z(s) = Z(t) and r(s) = r(t), while r” 
coincides with JI”J for Z(s) = Z(t) and T(S) = 1 - r(t). Finally, Herrnitiun 
Toeplitz matrices are characterized by the property s-t if Z(s) = Z(t). 
3.3. Ch4wacteristic sequences 
For an analysis of more complicated families 3, the concept of character- 
istic sequences introduced hereunder will prove quite useful. From now on 
we restrict our study to matrices r with real constant diagonal. Clearly, the 
elements of any such matrix can be represented as 
1 
$(g+l+gi+Z+*.. +gi) for i>i, 
ci*i= lJ(hi+l+hi+z+ * * * +hJ for i>i, 
(20) 
by means of p-tuples g = ( g,,&, . . . ,&, h = (h,, h,, . . . , h,) of nonnegative 
integers g, hi, and of a complex-valued function 4. By definition, ci,i 
= 4(O) = q(O) for all i. This amounts to considering I? as a principal submatrix 
of a Toeplitz matrix with real diagonal. For the sake of illustration let us give 
the general form of r for p = 3: 
kw 4( 8,) 44g,+d ~(g,+gz+d 
r_ fw 440) Icl( &?) ~kz+&) 
G(h,+h,) WQ) 0) 4( d 
. (21) 
q(h,+h,+h,) J(h,+h,) ih) do) 
Given two sequences g and h, let us denote by % the family of matrices r 
described by (20); then g and h will be referred to as the chumcteri.stic 
sequences of ‘3. To any function 4 corresponds a typical matrix in the 
fanrilE denoted by r = [q(h), 1c/( g)]. Notice the properties F = [$( g), $( h)] 
and JrJ= [G( gJ),+(hJ)l, h s owing that Hermitian matrices are characterized 
by h = g, centrosymmetric matrices by h = g_f, Toeplitz matrices by g= 
(1, 1, *. . , l), h=(N,iV ,..., N) with N >p, and Hermitian Toeplitz matrices by 
h=g=(l,l,..., 1). 
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Let us now consider contiguous principal submatrices of p. With the 
definitions go = ( g,, g,, . . . , G_ J and g’ = ( 81)’ = ( G, G_ 1,. . . , gz) one obtains 
(22) 
Hence it is clear that the equivalence relation for the family % admitting the 
characteristic sequences g and h is given by 
s-t w 
g”=g’and hs=h’ for r(s)=r(t), 
g”= h’and hs=gt for r(s) #r( t). 
(23) 
As a result, for k = 1,2,. . . ,p - 1, the number n, of equivalence classes of 
length Z(s) = p - k is equal to the number of distinct subsequences of length k 
in go+ zh” and h’+ zg’ (where z is an indeterminate). For instance, the 
TABLE 2 
Enumerator polynomial Characteristic sequence 
n(z) g=h 
1+2+22+.2~+2* aaaa 
1+22+22~+23+z4 abba 
1+2z+2z2+2z3+z4 abab 
abbb 
aaab 
l+2.z+3z2+2z3+z4 ,abaa 
aaba 
1+2z+4z2+2z3+z4 aabb 
1+3z+3z2+2z?+z4 abbe 
abcb 
abac 
1+3z+4z2+2z3+z4 abca 
abcc 
aabc 
1+4z+4z2+2z3+z4 abed 
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family 9 of matrices of order 5 characterized by g = (1, 1,1,2) and h = 
(1,2,1,1) has n,,=l, n,=3, n,=3, ns=2, n4= 1. In the case of Hermitian 
matrices the determination of n, is easier because it reduces to counting the 
subsequences of length k in go and gl. By way of illustration, Table 2 gives 
the characteristic sequences and the enumerator polynomials for ail distinct 
families 9 of Hermitian matrices of order 5 with constant diagonal. 
As an application consider the family 9 of Hermitian matrices char- 
acterized by the sequence 
h=g=(lk;N,lk+V;N,lk+k’;...;N,lk+k’), (24 
where k, k’, and N are integers satisfying k > 0, k’ > 0, N > k + k’, and where 
1”’ stands for the sequence (1, 1, . . . , 1) of length m. The corresponding family 
5 consists of the so-called half-plane Toeplitz matrices [2] of order I( k + k’ + 
1) + k + 1, with I denoting the number of occurrences of N in (24). This type 
of matrices typically occurs in the design of digital filters for two-dimen- 
sional signal processing [l-3]. Counting the number of subsequences of each 
length in go and g’ gives then the following enumerator polynomial: 
k+k p-k-k’-1 p-k-h-1 
n(z)= x (j+l)zi+k’ x zr-i+(k+l) x ,p-i 
i=o j=k’+l i=k+2 
k k+l 
+ x y-i+ x p-i. 
j=l j=l 
(25) 
An estimation of the computational cost of the algorithm relative to ‘$, on 
the basis of (19) and (25), gives, for I >> k + k’, 
(26) 
It is interesting to observe that in the particular case k’ =O, the family ‘$7 
consists of doubly Toeplitz matrices of order (k + l)( Z + 1). In this case, (26) 
yields the same qualitative result as the multivariate Ievinson algorithm [4], 
which has been specifically adapted to the design of two-dimensional Wiener 
filters by Justice [3]. 
The authors are grateful to the referees for their useful remu&s, which led 
to the simple presentation of the algorithm as given in Sec. 2.1. The 
numerical exarnpZe of Sec. 2.3 was also provided by m of the referees. 
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